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- Seminar’s Notes 
 


 
 
- System does not include in its database the historical environmental data 
of Egyptian governorates. Furthermore, if we try to insert any values in 
the table’s fields, the expert system (ES) reports the following error 
message, and then it crashes: 
 
 
 
 
 
- the same note is valid also, for both “
” and “”  
 

 
 
- There is no such disease that is called “ !"#$%” 
- We were not able to check the remaining seminar’s notes. 
 

 
 
No comments 
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	 
 
- The layout and the text in the following screen “&'()*+%” needs improvements to 
appear elegant. 
 
 
 
- Sometimes system does not show the values of quantity: 
 
 
 
- There is no dead line for operation execution. 
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 ! 
 
- All multimedia needs revision, for example in “,-./0,'(0”, the “123-4” does not 
work as expected. 
 
- All photos need revision because some of them do not have the disease name. 
 
567879:;<=>>7<?@A8< 
 
- There is a need to add functionalities that calculate different operation costs. 
 
- There is a need to a have some links for gathering mango producers, consultants and 
exporters in Egypt.  
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- Data Base and Interface: 
 
- The system gives three warning messages after either save or update “BC&
”. It must respond with only one message. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Despite of open the hyperlink, but there are some hyperlinks that do not change its 
color after navigation. 
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- There is a mismatch between the bottom box “&D/'/” and its attached window 
called “&DE('/” 
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– The system gives the following error message during the course of working in the 
database, and then it crashes. 
 
 
 
– The system gives the following error message in response to exit. 
 
 
 
- After we delete a record from the database, some fields remains: 
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Then, after we select the button “GCH”, the system gives the following illogical sequence of 
messages: 
 
 
 
And, if we select “yes”: 
 
 
 
And then, select “ok” 
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- Sometimes the system called the backward bottom “I, ” and sometimes “BJ,/”. There 
must be a standard sequence of operations so that it is easy for the user to follow. 
 
F- The hyperlinks of all video links needs to be revised; they do not work properly. 
 
- if we try to select “ BC& ” or “KE” or “&D/'/” or “G('/” or “
LE*” or “D M”, before the selection of farm data, the system gives the following 
message: 
 
 
 
But, if we try to select either of “
N” or “  ” without selecting the 
farm data, the system accepts without complaining with a warning messages.  
 
	– Consider the following sequence: select “G('/” or “&D/'/”, and insert all 
fields (except a field called “OP0”), and then select the button  “save”, the system crashes 
and gives the following message: 
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- The system does not determine the unit of the following fields “
",0” and 
“",0”. Also, the screen design needs to be improved. 
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- The system does not determine the unit of the following fields: 
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- When we select “LEQQ*”, the system gives the following error message and then it 
crashes: 
 
 
 
 
 
- If we select “BJ,/”, the system does not go to the last navigated page 
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- If we select any subsystem, and then choose exit from that subsystem, the whole system 
hangs. 
 
- If we select “save” in “BC&”, system gives the following error message. 
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- Plant Care Subsystem 
 
- The system does not give any operation in the following case: 
RA?7ST:UV@87W:?7X	YY		 
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- In some cases, the system gives the following screen but sometimes it does not. 
 
 
 
- The box “&Z''(” is useless. 
 
- The button “B[/$” is useless. 
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- Diagnosis Subsystem 
 
- If we select a farm from the database with plant date is either July or August, and then 
select “\ ]” or “G(”, the system gives the following message and then it hangs. 
 
 
 
- If we select a farm from the database with plant date in March, and then select “\ ]”, 
the system gives the following screen: 
  
 
 
And, when we select “^0[2_%”; the system gives the following meaningless screen 
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- The button “B[/$0” is useless. 
 
- There is a contradiction between some properties such as “`  C&P  a,]%b&'cb
&(d” therefore, it is recommended that when we select a property that contradicts with 
another one, the system must disable the selection of the contradicted ones. 
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- Treatment Subsystem 
 
- Despite of unselecting any disease, the system gives the following advice screen: 
 
 
 
 
 
- The system is limited such that it cannot treat more than one disease in the same session. 
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- If we begin with selecting the Treatment Subsystem without selecting a farm, the system 
gives the following meaningless message: 
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- if we try to close this window by pressing the cross button: 
 
 
 
the system gives the following sequence of windows: 
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- If we select either of the following disease: “
QMQQQQ#[QeQQQQ” or “ !.+/”: 
 
 
 
And then press “e4,0”; system gives the following screen: 
 
 
 
Therefore, if there is no advice for a disease, it is better to not showing an empty window and 
instead showing a message box such as “^f&gh[,%”.  
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- Test Cases 
 
i:<7S<j<?7TW:?7	YY		 
 
 
 
And, then select “B[D[klD ” 
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And then select “B ,$mI4n” 
 
 
 
Then select “I, ” 
 
 
 
Result: error 
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i:<7S<j<?7TW:?7	YY		 
 
 
 
And, then select “&'()*+%” 
 
 
 
And then select “e4,0” 
 
 
 
Result: error 
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i:<7S<j<?7TW:?7YY		 
 
If we select the following farm 
 
 
 
And then select plant care. 
 
 
 
And, then select “)Z]%BJ/”; system cannot reinitialize the operations. 
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i:<7S sy<?7TW:?7YY	 
 
If we select “ o0pC[P” from “&'ga,O”, we found that system do not remove it from “
&'ga,O” 
 
 
 
i:<7S<j<?7TW:?7YY		 
 
System cannot register more than one operation in the same date. 
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i:<7S system dat7YY		 
 
If we select the following farm 
 
 
 
And then select plant care subsystem 
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And then select “MM]&0CM0”, and then “&'()*+%” 
 
 
 
Then the content of the box “possible events” will disappear. 
 
i:<7S<j<?7TW:?7YY		 
 
If we select the following farm 
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And then select plant care subsystem 
 
 
 
And then select “qgE ,'2r2
#,s”; system gives the following error message and 
then hangs. 
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i:<7FS<j<?7TW:?7YY		 
 
If we select the following farm 
 
 
 
And then select plant care subsystem 
 
 
 
There is duplication in the operations in box “&PM'(” and “&Q'tQQ'(QQQ” 
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i:<7S<j<?7TW:?7YY		 
 
Select the following farm: 
 
 
 
Then select “\ ]%” subsystem 
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Then select “ 0[2_%^ ” 
 
 
 
No action to be done as No disease confirmed 
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i:<7	S<j<?7TW:?7YY		 
 
Select the following farm: 
 
 
 
Then select “\ ]%” subsystem 
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Then select “^0[2_%” 
 
 
 
Then select “ok” 
 
 
Then select “ok” 
 
 
 
No action to be done as No disease confirmed 
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i:<7S<j<?7TW:?7YY		 
 
Select the following farm: 
 
 
 
Then select “\ ]” 
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i:<7S<j<?7TW:?7YY		 
 
If we select the following farm 
 
 
 
Then select “\ ]” 
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Then select “^0[2_%” 
 
 
 
Then select “G(”  
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i:<7S<j<?7TW:?7YY		 
 
If we select the following farm 
 
 
 
Then select “\ ]” 
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And then, select “^0[2_%” 
 
 
 
If we select “ f-&QQQP” from “\ QQhQ” and select any or all elements of “a,OQ
BJ,,Q”, system could not give any disorders in the box “B[2t4&#” 
 
Final Concluding Remarks 
 
The previous test for Mango system was delivered to the development department in 
". We were expecting dramatical changes. However, when we are performing 
the second test of the current system that was submitted to TEUES department in March 
	 after making the required updates that solve the problems of the previous report, we 
found that there are some problems from the previous test were ignored. We hope that there 
is more serious cooperation in order to save time and efforts. 
